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Constructing one-way functions based on NP-hardness is a central challenge in theoretical computer
science. Unfortunately, Akavia et al. [2] presented strong evidence that a nonadaptive black-box
(BB) reduction is insufficient to solve this challenge. However, should we give up such a central
proof technique even for an intermediate step?
In this paper, we turn our eyes from standard cryptographic primitives to weaker cryptographic
primitives allowed to take auxiliary-input and continue to explore the capability of nonadaptive BB
reductions to base auxiliary-input primitives on NP-hardness. Specifically, we prove the followings:
if we base an auxiliary-input pseudorandom generator (AIPRG) on NP-hardness via a nonadaptive
BB reduction, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses;
if we base an auxiliary-input one-way function (AIOWF) or auxiliary-input hitting set generator
(AIHSG) on NP-hardness via a nonadaptive BB reduction, then an (i.o.-)one-way function also
exists based on NP-hardness (via an adaptive BB reduction).
These theorems extend our knowledge on nonadaptive BB reductions out of the current worst-
to-average framework. The first result provides new evidence that nonadaptive BB reductions
are insufficient to base AIPRG on NP-hardness. The second result also yields a weaker but still
surprising consequence of nonadaptive BB reductions, i.e., a one-way function based on NP-hardness.
In fact, the second result is interpreted in the following two opposite ways. Pessimistically, it
shows that basing AIOWF or AIHSG on NP-hardness via nonadaptive BB reductions is harder
than constructing a one-way function based on NP-hardness, which can be regarded as a negative
result. Note that AIHSG is a weak primitive implied even by the hardness of learning; thus, this
pessimistic view provides conceptually stronger limitations than the currently known limitations
on nonadaptive BB reductions. Optimistically, it offers a new hope: breakthrough construction of
auxiliary-input primitives might also provide construction standard cryptographic primitives. This
optimistic view enhances the significance of further investigation on constructing auxiliary-input or
other intermediate cryptographic primitives instead of standard cryptographic primitives.
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1 Introduction
How can we translate computational hardness into cryptography? This is a central question
in theoretical computer science. Specifically, one of the most significant and long-standing
challenges on this question is constructing fundamental cryptographic primitives such as a
one-way function based on NP-hardness. At the moment, several breakthroughs seem to be
required for solving this challenge, as surveyed by Impagliazzo [20].
A central ingredient for solving the above challenge is a reduction; in other words, the
way to translate recognizing a language into breaking a cryptographic primitive. A reduction
is a powerful proof technique even if it is restricted to a quite simple form, and in fact, a
nonadaptive black-box (BB) reduction is sufficient to show many brilliant results and has
played a crucial role in theoretical computer science. Therefore, it is a natural attempt to
apply such a familiar proof technique even for constructing secure cryptographic primitives.
However, Akavia et al. [10] presented strong evidence that such a simple reduction
is insufficient for cryptography based on NP-hardness. Generally, breaking cryptographic
primitives is formulated as an NP problem on an efficiently samplable distribution that is
fixed in advance. They showed that there is no nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-hard
problem to such a distributional NP problem unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
As a corollary, their work excluded the attempt to apply nonadaptive BB reductions for
cryptography based on NP-hardness under the reasonable assumption that the polynomial
hierarchy does not collapse. Further, subsequent work provided stronger consequences in
more specific cases of several cryptographic primitives [2, 12, 5, 13, 9, 8, 27, 17].
Then should we also give up all nonadaptive BB strategies even for an intermediate step
towards cryptography? This question originally motivated our work. In this spirit, we focus
on the capability of nonadaptive BB reduction for a weaker cryptographic notion, i.e., an
auxiliary-input cryptographic primitive introduced first by Ostrovsky and Wigderson [30].
Informally speaking, an auxiliary-input cryptographic primitive is defined as a family of
primitives indexed by the auxiliary-input and has a relaxed security requirement: at least
one primitive in the family must be secure depending on each adversary (instead of one
specific primitive secure against all adversaries). In other words, adversaries for auxiliary-
input primitives must break all primitives in the worst-case sense on auxiliary-input. This
task is not directly formulated as a distributional NP-problem because the distribution is
not uniquely determined in advance due to auxiliary-input. Thus, the previous work on
distributional NP problem cannot be directly applied to auxiliary-input cryptography.
Herein, we present the current status of nonadaptive BB reductions to auxiliary-input
cryptography. Applebaum et al. [5] observed that nonadaptive fixed-auxiliary-input BB
reductions are insufficient even for auxiliary-input cryptography unless the polynomial
hierarchy collapses. Their reduction is a restricted case of nonadaptive BB reduction where
only one auxiliary-input is accessible. However, this restricted access to auxiliary-input
seems too strict and implicitly yields a reduction from an NP-hard language to some fixed
cryptographic primitive (depending on the instance). In fact, this result was shown in almost
the same way to the previous result for standard cryptographic primitives in [2]. The same
work and later Xiao [34] observed that generalizing their result to nonadaptive BB reductions
seems hard by giving the explicit technical issue. To the best of our knowledge, we had no
negative result on general nonadaptive BB reductions to base auxiliary-input cryptography
on NP-hardness before this work. For more detailed reason why the previous work such
as [10, 2] is not applicable for auxiliary-input primitives, refer to Section 4.
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The recent progress on the minimum circuit size problem revealed that an auxiliary-
input one-way function indeed implies a hard-on-average distributional NP problem [3, 16].
However, such an implication requires adaptive techniques at present (e.g., [15]). Thus, the
property of nonadaptive black-box is lost in translating reductions for the auxiliary-input
primitive into reductions for the distributional NP problem.
In this paper, based on the above status, we continue to investigate the capability of
nonadaptive BB reductions for auxiliary-input cryptographic primitives based on NP-hardness.
The importance of our work is to extend our current knowledge on such a central proof
technique out of the previous worst-to-average framework in [10] and to identify the inherent
difficulty on constructing cryptographic primitives on NP-hardness more finely.
1.1 Our Contribution
Our main contribution is to provide new knowledge about nonadaptive BB reductions from
an NP-hard problem to an auxiliary-input cryptographic primitive. In particular, we handle
the auxiliary-input analogs of the following three fundamental primitives: a one-way function,
a pseudorandom generator, and a hitting set generator. A definition of each primitive will
be presented in Section 2 with a formal description of our main results. First, we informally
state the main theorem as follows.
I Theorem (informal). If there is a nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-hard language L
to breaking an auxiliary-input cryptographic primitive P , then the following statements hold
according to the type of P :
if P is an auxiliary-input pseudorandom generator, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses;
if P is an auxiliary-input one-way function or an auxiliary-input hitting set generator,
then there is also an adaptive reduction from L to inverting some (i.o.-)one-way function.
The first result provides reasonable evidence that auxiliary-input pseudorandom generators
(AIPRG) cannot be based on NP-hardness via nonadaptive BB reductions as standard
cryptography. The second result shows that a nonadaptive BB reduction for basing the other
auxiliary-input primitives yields another strong consequence: an “infinitely often” analog of
one-way function based on NP-hardness. Note that an auxiliary-input hitting set generator
(AIHSG) is much weaker primitive than standard cryptographic primitives: for example, the
existence is even weaker than the hardness of PAC learning [28]. What is surprising is that
even a nonadaptive BB reduction to such a weak primitive yields a solution close to the
long-standing challenge, i.e., characterization of one-way functions based on NP-hardness.
The second result is not sufficient to exclude nonadaptive BB reductions which base
auxiliary-input primitives on NP-hardness, and it has two opposite interpretations. However,
let us stress that both interpretations are quite nontrivial and yield new knowledge about
nonadaptive BB reductions. One interpretation is a pessimistic (or realistic) one. As
mentioned in the introduction, no one has not come up with the construction of a one-way
function based on NP-hardness for several decades despite its importance. Thus, this result
is still strong evidence of difficulty finding such a simple reduction. The other interpretation
is an optimistic one as a new approach to constructing a one-way function. We will further
discuss this optimistic perspective and its novelty in Section 3.
A reader who is familiar with cryptography may wonder why the consequences are
different between an auxiliary-input one-way function (AIOWF) and AIPRG. In fact, AIPRG
is constructed from any AIOWF by applying the known BB construction of a pseudorandom
generator from a one-way function. However, if such construction requires an adaptive
security proof, then the property of nonadaptive is lost in translating reductions for AIOWF
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into reductions for AIPRG via the adaptive security reduction. To the best of our knowledge,
all currently known constructions of pseudorandom generators (e.g., [15, 19, 14]) use adaptive
techniques in the security proof; for instance, construction of false entropy generators and the
uniform hardcore lemma [18]. This technical issue prevents us from applying the first result
for AIPRG to AIOWF. For a similar reason, our second result on AIOWF is incomparable
with the previous work [5] on hardness of learning because we need to construct AIPRG first
to show the hardness of learning from the existence of AIOWF.
2 Formal Descriptions
In this section, we present formal descriptions of auxiliary-input primitives and our results.
Let us introduce a few notations. For any n ∈ N, let Un denote a random variable selected
according to a uniform distribution over {0, 1}n. For any function f : X → Y and subsets
X ⊆ X , Y ⊆ Y, let f(X) = {f(x) : x ∈ X} and f−1(Y ) = {x ∈ X : f(x) ∈ Y }. For a
language L, let (L,U) denote a distributional problem of recognizing L(x) on an instance x
selected uniformly at random. An auxiliary-input cryptographic primitive is defined as an
auxiliary-input function with some additional security conditions.
I Definition 1 (Auxiliary-input function). A (polynomial-time computable) auxiliary-input
function is a family f = {fz : {0, 1}n(|z|) → {0, 1}`(|z|)}z∈{0,1}∗ , where n(|z|) and `(|z|) are
polynomially-related1 to |z|, which satisfies that there exists a polynomial-time evaluation
algorithm F such that for any z ∈ {0, 1}∗ and x ∈ {0, 1}n(|z|), F (z, x) outputs fz(x).
In this paper, we use the term “an auxiliary-input function (AIF)” to refer to polynomial-
time computable one as in the above definition unless otherwise stated. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that n(·) and `(·) are increasing functions. Note that the length of
auxiliary-input is possibly longer than the length of input and output, i.e., |z| > n(|z|) and
|z| > `(|z|). We may write n(|z|) (resp. `(|z|)) as n (resp. `) when the dependence of |z| is
obvious.
2.1 Auxiliary-Input Pseudorandom Generator
A pseudorandom generator is a primitive stretching a short random seed to a long binary
string random-looking from all efficiently computable adversaries. The auxiliary-input analog
is formally defined as follows:
I Definition 2 (Auxiliary-input pseudorandom generator). Let G = {Gz : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}`(n)}z∈{0,1}∗ be an auxiliary-input function. For a function γ : N→ (0, 1), we say that
a randomized algorithm A γ-distinguishes G if for all auxiliary-inputs z ∈ {0, 1}∗,∣∣∣∣ PrA,Un[A(z,Gz(Un)) = 1]− PrA,U`(n)[A(z, U`(n)) = 1]
∣∣∣∣ ≥ γ(n).
We say that G is an auxiliary-input pseudorandom generator (AIPRG) if `(n) > n
and for all polynomials p, there exists no polynomial-time randomized algorithm (1/p)-
distinguishing G.
A BB reduction for AIPRG is defined as follows. It is easily verified that the following
BB reduction from a language L to distinguishing an AIF G shows that G is an AIPRG if
L /∈ BPP.




I Definition 3 (Black-box reduction to distinguishing AIF). Let L be a language and G :=
{Gz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`(n)}z∈{0,1}∗ be an auxiliary-input function with `(n) > n. We say that
there exists a black-box (BB) reduction from L to distinguishing G if for all polynomials p,
there exists a randomized polynomial-time oracle machine R? such that for all oracles O that
(1/p)-distinguish G and x ∈ {0, 1}∗, R satisfies that
Pr
R
[RO(x) = L(x)] ≥ 2/3.
Moreover, we say that there exists a nonadaptive BB reduction from L to distinguishing G if
all R make their queries independently of any answer by oracle for previous queries.
The first main result on AIPRG is stated as follows.
I Theorem 4. For any auxiliary-input function G = {Gz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`(n)}z∈{0,1}∗
with `(n) > n, there exists no nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-hard language L to
distinguishing G unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
2.2 Auxiliary-Input One-Way Function
A one-way function is a function which is easy to compute but hard to invert, and it is a
fundamental primitive in the sense that most cryptographic tools do not exist without a
one-way function [23, 32]. The formal definition is the following:
I Definition 5 (One-way function). Let s, ` be polynomials. We say that a family of function
f = {fn}n∈N where fn : {0, 1}s(n) → {0, 1}`(n) is an (i.o.-)one-way function (OWF)2 if f is
polynomial-time computable, and there exists a polynomial p such that for all polynomial-time
randomized algorithms A, there exist infinitely many n ∈ N such that
Pr
A,Us(n)
[A(1n, fn(Us(n))) /∈ f−1n (fn(Us(n)))] ≥ 1/p(n).
For the sake of simplicity, we may omit to write the input 1n to A.
The auxiliary-input analog of OWF, first introduced by Ostrovsky and Wigderson [30], is
defined as follows.
I Definition 6 (Auxiliary-input one-way function). Let f = {fz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`}z∈{0,1}∗
be an auxiliary-input function and γ : N→ (0, 1) be a function. We say that a randomized
algorithm A γ-inverts f if for all z ∈ {0, 1}∗,
Pr
A,Un
[A(z, fz(Un)) ∈ f−1z (fz(Un))] ≥ γ(n).
We say that f is an auxiliary-input one-way function (AIOWF) if there exists a polynomial p
such that no polynomial-time randomized algorithm (1− 1/p)-inverts f .
In fact, the existence of AIOWF and AIPRG is equivalent [15]. However, we cannot
directly apply Theorem 4 to AIOWF due to the adaptive security reduction, as we mentioned
in Section 1.1.
A BB reduction for AIOWF is defined as follows. It is easily verified that for any
polynomial p, the following BB reduction from a language L to (1− 1/p)-inverting an AIF f
shows that f is an AIOWF if L /∈ BPP.
2 Strictly speaking, a one-way function defined in Definition 5 is usually called a “weak” one-way function,
which implies the standard (strong) one-way function.
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I Definition 7 (Black-box reduction to inverting AIF). Let L be a language, p be a polynomial,
and f := {fz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`}z∈{0,1}∗ be an auxiliary-input function. We say that a
randomized polynomial-time oracle machine R? is a black-box (BB) reduction from L to




[RO(x) = L(x)] ≥ 2/3.
Moreover, we say that R is nonadaptive if all R’s queries are made independently of any
answer by oracle for previous queries.
The second main result on AIOWF is stated as follows.
I Theorem 8. For any auxiliary-input function f = {fz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`}z∈{0,1}∗ and
polynomial p, if there exists a nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-hard language L to
(1 − 1/p)-inverting f , then NP * BPP also implies that a one-way function exists (via an
adaptive BB reduction).
2.3 Auxiliary-Input Hitting Set Generator
A hitting set generator is a weak variant of a pseudorandom generator, introduced in the
context of derandomization by Andreev et al. [4]. For the original purpose, they considered
(possibly) exponential-time computable generators. In this paper, we focus on polynomial-
time computable generators as in cryptography. We define the auxiliary-input analog as
follows.
I Definition 9 (Auxiliary-input hitting set generator). Let G = {Gz : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}`(n)}z∈{0,1}∗ be an auxiliary-input function. For a function γ : N→ (0, 1), we say that
a randomized adversary A γ-avoids G if for all (public) auxiliary-inputs z ∈ {0, 1}∗ and
(private) inputs x ∈ {0, 1}n(|z|),
Pr
A





[A(z, y) = 1] ≥ 2/3
]
≥ min(γ(n), τz),
where τz be a trivial limitation3 defined as τz = 1− |Gz({0,1}
n)|
2`(n) .
We say that G is a γ-secure auxiliary-input hitting set generator (AIHSG) if `(n) > n
and there exists no polynomial-time randomized algorithm (1− γ)-avoiding G.
Although it is easily verified that AIPRG is also AIHSG (for any security γ(n) =
1/poly(n)), the opposite direction is open at present. In fact, the hardness of learning implies
the existence of AIHSG [28]; on the other hand, we must overcome the barrier by oracle
separation to show the existence of AIPRG (equivalently, AIOWF) from the hardness of
learning [35]. Thus, AIHSG seems to be a much weaker notion than AIOWF and AIPRG
under current knowledge.
A BB reduction for AIHSG is defined as follows. It is easily verified that the following
BB reduction from a language L to (1− γ)-avoiding an AIF G shows that G is a γ-secure
AIHSG if L /∈ BPP.
3 In this paper, we consider general settings of γ and `. Thus, we adopted the trivial limitation in
the definition to avoid arguing about invalid settings where γ-avoiding the generator is impossible by
definition.
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I Definition 10 (Black-box reduction to avoiding AIF). Let L be a language, γ be a function,
and G := {Gz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`}z∈{0,1}∗ be an auxiliary-input function. We say that a
randomized polynomial-time oracle machine R? is a black-box (BB) reduction from L to
(1− γ)-avoiding G if for all oracles O that (1− γ)-avoid G and x ∈ {0, 1}∗, R satisfies that
Pr
R
[RO(x) = L(x)] ≥ 2/3.
Moreover, we say that R is nonadaptive if all R’s queries are made independently of any
answer by oracle for previous queries.
The third main result on AIHSG is stated as follows.
I Theorem 11. Let p be a polynomial and G := {Gz : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`(n)}z∈{0,1}∗ be an
auxiliary-input function where `(n) > (1 + ε) · n for some constant ε > 0. If there exists
a nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-hard language L to (1 − 1/p)-avoiding G, then
NP * BPP also implies that a one-way function exists (via an adaptive BB reduction).
3 Discussion and Future Directions
As discussed in Section 1.1, Theorems 8 and 11 are also regarded as approaches to construct
one-way functions based on NP-hardness. In this section, we discuss the novelty of this
optimistic perspective and suggest future directions, including the investigation of the validity.
Our results are rephrased as follows: Assume that we could connect NP-hardness to some
auxiliary-input primitives (i.e., AIOWF or AIHSG) via a novel nonadaptive BB reduction,
then we can automatically extend the connection to standard cryptographic primitives, that
is, OWF. At present, the latter task of removing auxiliary-input from primitives seems quite
non-trivial, as mentioned in [5, 33]. In this paper, we also provide a simple oracle separation
between AIOWF and OWF as follows. This indicates that we cannot expect any relativized
technique to remove auxiliary-input from cryptographic primitives.
I Theorem 12. There exists an oracle O such that relative to O an auxiliary-input one-way
function exists, but a one-way function does not exist.
Additionally, there are several barriers by other oracle separations at the intermediate
levels to base OWF on NP-hardness (e.g., [35, 21]). Although such barriers on relativization
are common throughout theoretical computer science (e.g., the P vs. NP problem [6]),
there are only a few success stories of overcoming such barriers at present. Unfortunately,
Theorems 8 and 11 do not provide any solution to break these barriers, and a new non-
relativized technique is still required. Specifically, if a nonadaptive BB reduction to AIOWF
or AIHSG is also relativized4, then our proof also yields relativized reductions that contradict
Theorem 12 or the oracle separation presented in [21].
However, our result offers one hope. Although there seems to be several barriers towards
cryptography based on NP-hardness as discussed above, the essential barrier we must over-
come might be few. Theorems 8 to 12 certainly show that if we could find a non-relativized
breakthrough at an intermediate level toward cryptography (that is, auxiliary-input prim-
itives), then it will be lifted and break the other barriers at the higher level. From this
perspective, we conjecture that the difficulty in basing OWF on NP-hardness could rely on
4 Note that oracle separations do not necessarily rule out BB reductions from particular languages, not
as fully BB reductions defined in [31].
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a much smaller part of tasks at an intermediate level. This conjecture seems somewhat
controversial but enhances the significance of further investigation on auxiliary-input or other
intermediate cryptographic primitives instead of standard ones.
The above discussion leads to the following two possible directions. The first direction is
to find other scenarios where a breakthrough at an intermediate level also brings benefits at
the higher level. This direction might reduce constructing standard cryptographic primitives
to the task at the low level and give new insights into complexity-based cryptography. The
second direction is to refute such an attempt on intermediate primitives with convincing
evidence if it gives the wrong direction. Particularly, in our case, there is a possibility
that nonadaptive BB reductions for AIOWF and AIHSG indeed yield the collapse of the
polynomial-hierarchy as in the case of AIPRG.
For the second direction, we list two concrete ways: (1) finding a new construction of
AIPRG from AIOWF with nonadaptive security proof; (2) generalizing the previous results
for OWF [2] or HSG [17] to each auxiliary-input analog for the stronger consequence. At
least the latter approach seems to require some new technique to simulate nonadaptive BB
reductions by constant-round interactive proof systems, as observed in [5] and [34].
4 A First Attempt: Applying [10] and [2]
Before presenting our proof strategies, we roughly explain why the previous technique
developed by Bogdanov and Trevisan [10] for the worst-to-average framework is not applicable
in the case of auxiliary-input cryptography. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there
exists a nonadaptive BB reduction R from an NP-hard language L to a distributional NP-
problem (L′, U), and R makes queries of the same length n determined by the size of input
to R. Note that if we can answer these queries by an oracle which correctly recognizes
L′ on average, then R must recognize L. Bogdanov and Trevisan construct an AM/poly
protocol for recognizing L by leaving this role of the oracle to a prover, which implies that
coNP ⊆ AM/poly and the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.
Roughly speaking, their central idea is to divide each R’s query x ∈ {0, 1}n into “light”
and “heavy” queries according to the probability px that the query x is generated by R.
Specifically, they determine a threshold p(n) = poly(n) depending on the permissible error
probability for solving (L′, U) on average and define a light (resp. heavy) query x as a query
satisfying the condition px ≤ p(n)2−n (resp. px > p(n)2−n). Then, they make the prover
answer (ideally) all light queries correctly, i.e., simulate the following oracle.
OL = {x ∈ {0, 1}∗ : x ∈ L′ and x is a light query}
Because the number of heavy queries is at most 2n/p(n), the above oracle OL solves (L′, U)
with error probability at most p(n). Therefore, it is enough to make a prover simulate OL
for constructing an AM/poly protocol which recognizes L based on R. For the soundness, the
verifier must accomplish the following two tasks without deceived by malicious provers: (1)
distinguishing between light and heavy queries and (2) identifying the correct answer for each
light query. Bogdanov and Trevisan developed such a verifier by introducing sophisticated
protocols called the heavy sampling protocol and the hiding protocol.
Herein, we consider the case of auxiliary-input primitives, where each R’s query takes
the form of (z, x) where z denotes auxiliary-input. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
that the task of breaking an auxiliary-input primitive is further reduced to an average-case
deterministic problem on uniform distribution with auxiliary-input by applying the techniques
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in [22, 7] as in the previous work [10] and the length of instances of the average-case problem
is the same as the length of auxiliary-input. We also assume that a reduction R makes
queries of the form (z, x) where |z| = |x| = n and n is determined by the size of input to R.
There are two possible ways to extend the above idea to the case of auxiliary-input
primitives: considering auxiliary-input in queries (a) together or (b) separately. For the
first approach (a), we must determine a light query as a query satisfying the condition
px ≤ poly(n)2−2n for applying the hiding protocol. This is problematic because the number
of heavy queries is possibly 22n/poly(n), and many of them can be concentrated on one
auxiliary-input. In other words, the above oracle OL does not always solve the average-case
problem in the worst-case sense on auxiliary-input. On the other hand, for the second
approach (b), their verifier needs information on some statistics as advice for each auxiliary-
input. Because there are exponentially many possibilities on auxiliary-input, the total length
of such advice is exponentially large, which is unfeasible as an AM/poly protocol.
The subsequent work [2] provided the method to remove the above advice in the case of
standard cryptographic primitives by applying an additional property of breaking crypto-
graphic primitives (therefore, they constructed an AM protocol for ¬L instead of an AM/poly
protocol). Unfortunately, even this method cannot be applied directly in the case of auxiliary-
input cryptography. To obtain the statistics corresponding to the above advice, their protocol
needs to generate query set by executing R. In our case, remember that we consider each
auxiliary-input separately, so we need to simulate a conditional distribution on queries for
fixed auxiliary-input. However, such distributions are not efficiently samplable in general:
for example, consider the query distribution on (h(y), y) where h is a collision-free hashing
function. Then, a polynomial-time verifier which simulates a conditional distribution for a
fixed auxiliary-input (i.e., hash value) can easily find the collision of h.
5 Proof Sketches
In this section, we present proof ideas of Theorems 4, 8, 11, and 12. Note that Theorem 11
heavily relies on Theorem 8, and Theorem 8 heavily relies on Theorem 4. Therefore, although
each proof idea may look pretty simple and intuitive, our construction of OWF for Theorem 11
becomes complicated and quite non-trivial as a whole. For the formal proofs, refer to the
full version [29].
5.1 The Case of AIPRG: Proof Idea of Theorem 4
First, we formally introduce a hitting set generator, which takes a crucial role in our proof.
I Definition 13 (Hitting set generator). Let γ(n) be a function. A function G : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}`(n) with `(n) > n is a (polynomial-time computable) γ-secure hitting set generator
(HSG) if G is polynomially computable and there is no polynomial-time randomized adversary
A γ-avoiding G, i.e., satisfying the condition that for all sufficiently large n ∈ N,
∀x ∈ {0, 1}n Pr
A





[A(y) = 1] ≥ 2/3
]
≥ min(γ(n), τn),
where τn be a trivial limitation defined as τn := 1− |G({0,1}
n)|
2`(n) .
Theorem 4 essentially follows from a nonadaptive BB security reduction from distin-
guishing AIPRG to avoiding HSG. Note that HSG based on AIPRG with a nonadaptive
BB security reduction has been implicitly given in the study on MCSP [3, 16]. To see this
explicitly, we will provide a much simpler construction of HSG based on AIPRG and a
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self-contained proof. Although the reader may think that our construction is too fundamental
and looks somewhat trivial, to the best of our knowledge, no one has mentioned such a direct
relationship between AIPRG and HSG.
First, we assume that there is a nonadaptive BB security reduction from distinguishing
AIPRG to avoiding HSG. Avoiding HSG is directly formulated as the following distributional
NP problem (with zero-error): for uniformly chosen y, determine whether y is contained
in the image of HSG. Therefore, the reduction also yields a nonadaptive BB reduction
from distinguishing AIPRG to the distributional NP problem. Thus, any nonadaptive BB
reduction from an NP-hard problem to distinguishing AIPRG indeed yields a nonadaptive
BB reduction from the same NP-hard problem to the distributional NP problem. By the
previous result by Bogdanov and Trevisan [10], such a reduction implies the collapse of the
polynomial-hierarchy.
Our construction of HSG from AIPRG is the following: just considering the both of
auxiliary-input and input to AIPRG as usual input to HSG. More specifically, let G = {Gz :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}`(n)}z∈{0,1}∗ be an AIPRG. Then the construction of HSG G′ is given as
G′(z ◦ x) = Gz(x). Note that, when z + n(|z|) ≥ `(n(|z|)) holds, G′ does not satisfy the
syntax on stretching input. In the formal proof, therefore, we first stretch the output of G by
the standard technique in cryptography. It can be easily verified that the security reduction
for this stretching (shown by the famous hybrid argument) is nonadaptive.
Let γ(n) be a reciprocal of polynomial. The security reduction from γ-avoiding G′ to
distinguishing G is also simple: just employing an adversary A for G′ as an adversary for G.
Obviously, this reduction is nonadaptive. To show the correctness, assume that A γ-avoids G′.
For the sake of simplicity, we also assume that A is deterministic and γ(n) < τn. Whenever
the input y is pseudorandom string contained in the image of G′, A(y) does not output 1. On
the other hand, if y is a truly random string, then A(y) outputs 1 with probability at least
γ(n). Thus, A can distinguish the uniform distribution from all distributions on the image
of G′ with an advantage at least γ(n). For any auxiliary-input z, Gz(Un(|z|)) is distributed
on the image of G′. Thus, A also γ-distinguishes G.
5.2 The Case of AIOWF: Proof Idea of Theorem 8
In this section, we omit all arguments about the success probabilities of adversaries to focus
on the proof idea. First, we introduce several reductions as elements of a standard OWF.
Let RL→f denote the nonadaptive BB reduction from L to inverting f in the assumption.
By the construction of PRG from OWF (e.g., [15]), there exist an auxiliary-input generator
G and an adaptive BB reduction Rf→G from inverting f to distinguishing G. By the result
in Section 5.1, there exist an NP-language L′ and a nonadaptive BB reduction RG→L′ from
distinguishing G to a distributional NP problem (L′, U) (with zero-error). Since L′ ∈ NP and
L is NP-hard, there exists a Karp reduction RL′→L from L′ to L.
Now we consider the following procedure:
1. select an instance x′ of L′ at random;
2. translate x′ into an instance x of L as x = RL′→L(x′);
3. plug x into RL→f with a random tape r;
At this stage, RL→f makes polynomially many queries (z1, y1), . . . , (zq, yq).
4. answer the queries by some inverting oracle O;
5. if RL→f outputs b ∈ {0, 1}, then output the same decision b.
Note that if the oracle O correctly inverts f , then the resulting decision b is L(x) with high
probability by the property of RL→f , and L(x) is equal to L′(x′) by the property of RL′→L.
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The crucial observation is that there is no worst-case sense at all in the above procedure
because both x′ and r are selected at random. Therefore, all queries at the stage 3 are
indeed efficiently samplable, and the inverting oracle no longer needs to invert f for every
auxiliary-input at the stage 4. This observation leads to the following construction of a
standard OWF g.
The function g takes three inputs x′, r, and xf , which intuitively represents a random
instance of L′, randomness for RL→f , and input for f , respectively. Then g(x′, r, xf ) imitates
the above procedure as follows: (2’) translate x′ into an instance x of L as x = RL′→L(x′),
(3’) plug x into RL→f with randomness r, then randomly pick one of auxiliary-input z in
queries by RL→f and output fz(xf ).
We will show that the above g is one-way if NP * BPP. For contradiction, we assume
that there exists an adversary A that inverts g. Remember that g simulates a distribution
on queries produced by RL→f in the above procedure. Thus, intuitively, we can replace
the inverting oracle O with the adversary A at the stage 4 with high probability. This
is a little technical part, and we present further details in the full version [29]. Then the
above procedure no longer needs any oracle and yields a randomized algorithm solving
(L′, U) on average. By applying reductions RG→L′ , Rf→G, and RL→f in this order, this also
yields a randomized polynomial-time algorithm for L. Since L is NP-hard, we conclude that
NP ⊆ BPP.
Remark that RG→L′ is a nonadaptive BB reduction thanks to our simple construction
in Section 5.1. Therefore, if we also have a construction of AIPRG G from AIOWF f with
a nonadaptive BB reduction from inverting f to distinguishing G, then the above proof
leads to a nonadaptive BB reduction from L to (L′, U), which implies the collapse of the
polynomial hierarchy as in Theorem 4. Thus, finding such a simple construction of AIPRG
is one direction for excluding a nonadaptive BB reduction to base AIOWF on NP-hardness,
as mentioned in Section 3.
5.3 The Case of AIHSG: Proof Idea of Theorem 11
Our goal is to simulate an avoiding oracle for a nonadaptive BB reduction by another protocol
in some restricted complexity class, in our case, BPP. The key idea for this is to classify each
query generated by the nonadaptive BB reduction into “light” and “heavy” queries as in [10].
A similar technique was also applied in the previous work for HSG [12, 17]. Thus, we first
review the previous case of HSG and then explain the difference to our case of AIHSG.
The Case of Hitting Set Generator (Previous work)
Let G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`(n) denote a generator with `(n) ≥ (1 + Ω(1)) · n and R? denote a
nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-language L to avoiding G. W.l.o.g., we can assume
that marginal distributions on each query by R are identical regardless of each query position
by applying a random permutation on query positions before asking them to oracle. Thus,
for each input x ∈ {0, 1}n to R, one marginal distribution Qx on R’s queries is determined.
We choose a threshold (roughly) τ = 1/Θ̃(2n) and define a light (resp. heavy) query
y ∈ {0, 1}`(n) as a query generated according to Qx with probability less (resp. greater) than
the threshold τ .
We simulate the avoiding oracle for G by using the classification of queries as follows.
First, assume that we could (somehow) distinguish the heavy case and the light case for a
given query. Then we can also simulate one of avoiding oracles simply as follows: for each
query y generated by R(x), (1) determine whether y is heavy or light; (2) answer 0 (resp. 1)
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if y is heavy (resp. light) query. Let O′ denote the induced oracle by the above simulating
procedure. Note that the probability that O′(y) outputs 0 is exponentially small because
the fraction of light queries is Θ̃(2n)/2`(n) ≤ 2−Ω(n). Thus, O′ satisfies the condition on
the probability of outputting 1. However, O′ is not avoiding oracle for G, because there is
possibly a query y such that y is heavy but contained in ImG. In this case, O′(y) outputs 1
even for y ∈ ImG and fails to avoid G.
The key observation to overcome this issue is the following:
(?) For each length `(n) of query (i.e., the input size is n), the size of ImG is at most
2n; thus the probability that R asks some light query contained in ImG (we refer to
it as a “bad” query) is bounded above by 2n/Θ̃(2n) ≤ 1/poly(n).
Therefore, O′ is consistent with some avoiding oracle, and RO′(x) correctly recognizes x with
high probability over the execution of R.
By the above argument, we can reduce avoiding a generator to distinguishing heavy and
light queries. For the latter task, Gutfreund and Vadhan [12] presented a BPPNP algorithm by
approximation of counting in [26], and Hirahara and Watanabe [17] presented an AM∩ coAM
algorithm by generalizing the protocol in [11].
The Case of Auxiliary-input Hitting Set Generator (Our work)
We move on to our case of AIHSG. Let G = {Gz : {0, 1}n(|z|) → {0, 1}`(n(|z|))}z∈{0,1}∗ denote
an auxiliary-input generator with `(n) ≥ (1 + Ω(1)) · n and R? denote a nonadaptive BB
reduction from an NP-language L to avoiding G. We can also assume that all marginal query
distributions of R?(x) are identical to Qx regardless of query position.
To extend the above argument to our case of AIHSG, the problematic part is the key
observation (?). Remember that an adversary for AIHSG must avoid Gz for all z ∈ {0, 1}∗,
and auxiliary-input is possibly longer than output. Therefore, we cannot bound the size
of the image of the generator in general because the image may span the whole range (for
example, consider the following generator Gz(x) = z ⊕ (x ◦ 0|z|−|x|) for |z| > n(|z|)).
To overcome this, we need to consider each case of auxiliary-input z separately. Therefore,
we change the definitions of “light” and “heavy” queries depending on auxiliary-input. Let
px(z) denote a probability that Qx generates a query of auxiliary-input z. If we can bound the
probability that R makes light query (z, y) with y ∈ ImGz by 1/(poly(n)·px(z)) for any z, then
R makes such a “bad” query (z, y) with probability at most
∑
z px(z) · 1/(poly(n) · px(z)) =
1/poly(n). Then we can use the same argument in the case of HSG and reduce avoiding
G to distinguishing heavy and light cases. This idea naturally leads to the following new
definition of “light” and “heavy”: separating each query (z, y) by the conditional probability
px(y|z) that y is asked conditioned on the event that the auxiliary-input in the query is z.
In fact, this modification will work well even for AIHSG (for the formal argument, refer to
the full version [29]).
However, one issue remains: how can we distinguish heavy and light queries? To this
end, we must verify the largeness of the conditional probability of the given query. This part
essentially prevents us from applying the previous results. Since we consider a polynomial-
time computable generator, the simulation with NP oracle does not yield any nontrivial
result, not as the work in [12]5. Even for the simulation in AM ∩ coAM in [17], there are
5 Their work concerned the original aim of HSG, i.e., derandomization (e.g., [25]). For this purpose,
they considered (possibly) exponential-time computable HSG G, where avoiding G in BPPNP is quite
nontrivial. However, in our case where G is polynomial-time computable, avoiding G is in NP trivially.
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several technical issues. We cannot trivially verify the size of conditional probability by such
protocols due to the restricted use of the upper bound protocol developed in [1]. Moreover, we
cannot possibly even sample the conditional distribution efficiently for fixed auxiliary-input,
as discussed in Section 4.
Our idea is to adopt universal extrapolation in [22]. Intuitively speaking, the universal
extrapolation is a tool to reduce approximating the probability py = PrUn [y = f(Un)] to
inverting f for a polynomial-time computable f and a given y = f(x) where x ∈ {0, 1}n is
selected at random. In fact, the universal extrapolation holds even for an auxiliary-input
function, and a similar technique was also used in [30]. By using the universal extrapolation
for each circuit which generates query and auxiliary-input, we have a good approximation of
px(y|z) for query (z, y) generated by R?(x). Thus, the universal extrapolation enables us to
classify the given (z, y) correctly. Note that the auxiliary-input in the universal extrapolation
essentially corresponds to the input x for each circuit sampling query and auxiliary-input.
To show Theorem 11, we need further observations. Since R makes its queries non-
adaptively, we can also invoke the universal extrapolation nonadaptively. Moreover, the
universal extrapolation algorithm indeed uses an inverting adversary for a certain AIOWF
as black-box and nonadaptively (we also see this formally in the full version [29]). As a
result, a nonadaptive BB reduction from an NP-hard language L to avoiding AIHSG yields a
nonadaptive BB reduction from L to inverting AIOWF. Thus, by Theorem 8, R also yields a
one-way function under the assumption that NP * BPP.
5.4 Oracle Separation between OWF and AIOWF: Proof Idea of
Theorem 12
To show Theorem 12, we employ a random function F = {Fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n}n∈N, where
each Fn is selected uniformly from length-preserving functions of input size n. As shown
in [24], any polynomial-time oracle machine cannot invert F with non-negligible probability
(with probability 1 over the choice of F). In other words, if a primitive given access to F
directly outputs the value of F , such a primitive must be one-way. Therefore, all we have to
do is to let a random function F available for auxiliary-input primitives but unavailable for
standard primitives.
To this end, we simply add n-bit auxiliary-input to a random function of the input
size n. Then we choose one auxiliary-input zn from 2n possibilities of {0, 1}n as a target
auxiliary-input and embed the random function to the position indexed by zn. Let F =
{Fz : {0, 1}|z| → {0, 1}|z|}z∈{0,1}∗ be such an embedded random function. Note that the
similar random embedding technique was also used in the previous work for other oracle
separations (e.g., [35]). If an auxiliary-input primitive f given access to F identifies the
auxiliary-input of F with own auxiliary-input, then f must be AIOWF because an adversary
for f must invert fz for all auxiliary-inputs z, including the random function. On the other
hand, any polynomial-time computable primitive (without auxiliary-input) cannot find the
target auxiliary-input of F with non-negligible probability because they were selected at
random. Thus, any (standard) primitive does not take nontrivial advantage of F .
For the oracle separation, we combine the above embedded random function F with the
PSPACE oracle (w.l.o.g., the oracle TQBF determining satisfiability of quantified Boolean for-
mulae). Let OF denote this oracle. Since the random function in F is selected independently
of TQBF, the additional access to TQBF does not help to invert the random function at all.
Thus, AIOWF still exists relative to OF .
On the other hand, we consider a function f which is polynomial-time computable with
access to OF arbitrarily. Since the target auxiliary-input is selected independently of TQBF,
the additional access to TQBF does not help to find the target auxiliary-input at all. Thus, f
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cannot still take nontrivial advantage of F and is regarded as a function given only access to
TQBF. We can easily verify that any polynomial-time computable function with access to
TQBF is efficiently invertible by TQBF. Since the above argument holds for any f , OWF does
not exist relative to OF . Thus, we have the oracle separation between AIOWF and OWF.
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